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CI MITER 1

WHAT IS
1.111tiTTIX6?

s num non-profit organizlearning andons are learning and
often too latetile difference between success and
outright failure is often how Well the organization

uses marketing This can he readik seen todaN in health care,
religious, social sell ice, and charitable organizations, as well
as in educational organy inons of all tpes Given the present
combination of increasing compe,ition and declining de-
mand faced b% 11 lalW non-profit organizations, it is not
enough to lust use marketing It is often necessa, for a non-
pli Alt organization to use it "better' than competing organi-
idons The fact is that m )st non profit organizations, Ili:Aid-
ing Catholic ,-hoiils, are already using some elements of mar-
keting lloweNer, few non profit organizations have
progressed to the point v. here theN are receiving the full
benefits that an integrated, organI/M1011-Nikle marketing pro-
gram can delver

In fu lure wars, the use of marketing is giorw, to become
eNell 111:We important to church professionals and school lead-

ers In mans cases, not only the health of Catholic schools, but
their basic sum\ al, will depend on how well marketing is
used to understand tile needs and wants of publics that a
school seeks to erve Public relations or advertising alone,
simph will not do the ioh The are ways that a school can
"talk- to various publics that it seeks to serve I lowever. mar-
keting is much more comprehensive than either public rela-
tions or advertising Marketing is not only concerned with
"talking" to a school's publics More importantl; marketing is
concerned with "It 'ening" to those publics a school consid-
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ers serving, before an attempt at "talking* is undertaken
This is a major, and important, distinction The purpose of
this book is to help the reader understand this important dif-
ference, and learn how to use marketing as a means of help-
ing non-profit organizations achieve their objectives through
serving the public better than the competition The hook will
begin with an overview of what marketing is, in order to pro-
vide the reader with a better understanding of this Important
concept It will then continue with a discuss om of how a
school can begin to use this Important concept as a means of
carrying out the school's mission or puroose As you read
through the material a number of questions are asked An-
swer these questions with respect to youi organization as a
means of beginning your school's marketing effort While the
focus of this book is on the Catholic school, what is discussed
here is applicable to other non-profit organizations as well

To aid the reader's understanding, several key marketing
terms and their def;mtions will he provided here Other
terms and their definitions will he introduced into the text
where appropriate Simple, "user-friendly- definitions are
provided here Readers wishing a more comprehensive def-
inition can find them in one of the texts listed in the Bibli-
ography

PubhcA public is any group or organization that has
a potential Interest in a school, and that can potentially
affect the school's ability to achieve its mission or pur-
pose

MarketA market is any of a school's publics that the
school is interested in "marketing- to, in order to est:lb-
lish an exchange relationship between the school and
that public

Needs and WantsNeeds ale the lack of some basic
human necessities such as food, protection, safety, be-
longing or esteem. Needs are a state of felt deprivation of
then basic satisfactions Wants are human desires for
specific satisfiers of these deeper needs, such as ham-
burgers, smoke detectors, joining a club or ch'irch.

' ExchangeAn exchange, or exchange relationship, is
a trade of something of mutual value between at least
two individuals or organizations, such as a school and its
students.

0



ilarketingMarketing is a school's effective manage-
ment of these exchanges, or exchange relationships,
with selected publics and markets

Marketing Mix--A marketing mix is the total mix, or
blend, of marketing efforts planned and implemented by
a school to achieve an exchange with selected publics
and markets The marketing mix inctudes elemeats of
product, place ( I e , distribution), promotion and pric,Li
developed lo% the school Sometimes this is called an or-
ganization's marketing program

.',1arket OfferingA school's total marketing MIX of-
fered to a public or market a., a means of developing an
exchange A market offering ts the school's marketing
mix viewed from the market's perspective

Using marketing is the key to a school's ability to improve
the way that it relates to its external environment Marketing
is a proactive approach to managing, that emphasizes a
school's development of exchange relations between the
school and selected markets It is proactive because it is a
means of attempting to adapt the school to anticipated
changes in the publics and markets that it chooses to serve In
other words, marketing is the process by which a schoot at-
tempts to anticipate changing needs and wants in various
markets, and then adjusts the school's market offering to
serve these changing needs and wants The emphasis begins
outside the s-tiool, rather than inside the school This exter-
nal orientation reflects an understanding of the fact that the
only way a school car. achieve its mission or purpose, is by
meeting the needs of those individuals, or :aarkets, that it at-
tempts to serve

Thus, marketing is how a school attempts to create ex-
changes (i e , trades of mutual value to each party in the ex-
change) with its various publics and markets These publics
c:m include students, parents, teachers, school hoards, pas-
tors, pal ishioners, 'accrediting associations, civic and govern-
ment leaders and the press, to name only a few possibilities
Not all publics will be treated as markets, due to the time and
resources necessary to develop a marketiqg effort Certainly
tw ) publics that would he continual markets would be pres-
ent and potential students and their parent's. As appropriate,
other publics would he treated as markets, with marketing ef-

1 1
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forts being developed Some of these would he continual
marketing efforts, such as a public relations program targeted
at the local press Other marketing efforts would be under-
taken only on a special occasion, such as the developm nt of
a "case statement to he used in a specific fund raising effort
In all of these situations, marketing is the kes to helping a
school effectively manage its exchange relationships with the
chosen publics and markets

Marketing starts w ith people ( e g , students, parents, teach-
ers, or reporters) and studies why people "consume:. or pur-
chase, certain goods and services All people have certain
needs and wants from the very basic physiological needs,
through safety needs, social needs, esteem needs, up to self-
actualization needs These basic needs, and their associated
wants, influence people in terms of their consumption deci-
sions, such as whether a student desires to attend a Catholic
or public school Marketing for a school begins with studying
and understanding the needs and wants of the people that it
hopes to serve, and ends with helping these people to he able
to satisfy their needs and wants Thus, marketing for the
school must start and end 's ith th people, or markets, tt.e
school desires to serve

To satisfy tbe needs and wants that people have, individuals
seek out products (e g ,aods, services, programs, ideas)
that they believe will provide them satisfaction Organiza-
tions, such as Catholic schools, create these products through
their market offering For example, a school's market offering
might include such factor, as educational programs offered,
class size, religious orientation, location, academic reputation,
sports program, and overall image A key point to remember,

that although a school creates a market offering, individuals
are more interested in the satisfaction of their needs and
wants t' -tugh this market offering, than they are in the mar-
ket offering itself In other words, it is the benefits that a
school's market offering deliver to the individual that roten-
trallv provide satisfaction Thus, in developing any market of-
fering, a schtx)1 must focus not on the features of a school's
market offering, but rather on the benefits and want satisfac-
tions delivered by these features

An individual's personal values are what determine which
pmducts are purchased People tend to value a product, if the

12



Under-
standing
Ex-
changes

bei wins delivered k the product helps them to solve a prob-
lem or to satisfy a need This is true w hether we re talking
about the purchase an autfimobile, or the selection of a
school to attend For example, if i parent values the specific
henehts hat a sciuxil can deliver to a student, then they will
generalk desire to send the student to that school Similarly
,1 .1 local business person believes in the mission or purpose
of a school, and values the cducamin being provided k the
school, me business person is likely to support the school in
terms of time and/or effort

An individual receives satisfaction in an exchange relation
when the individual's expectation of henehts desired are de-
livered by an organization's market offering Saustactim for
an Inclmdual, or consumer, is either received or not received
in consuming a product If ':Isfaction is received, then this
same purchase process is t, he repeated For example,
if parents haw. a high level of satisfaaKin c ring the edu-
cation that one of their children has receRed at a given
school, they are likek to want their other children to attend
the same school flow ever, if they are unhappy with the edu
cation that first child received at a particular school, they are
wry unlikely to want a second child to attend that s,-hool
Thus, satisfaction with the exch ge process between an in-
dividual and a school, will likely determine whether future
exchanges take place or not

It is important ti realize that marketing is a process
Marketing is a process that focuses on the creation of ex-
changes A school needs to be concerned about creating a
'valued'. market offer.tv to exchange This means offering
an educa lonal program that has appropriate features
which deliver the benefits desncd by the people, or mar-
kets, that it hopes to sere A school can he most successful
k developing aunt- satisfy mg pi ograms and marketing ef-
forts based on an understanding of the needs and wants of
those people, or markets, that the organizamiti hors to
serve

One simple way to understand an exchange relationship is
to diagram the exchange The diagram can illustrate either an
actual, or a proposed, exchange A key to diagramming the
relationships is to remember that there must he at least two
parties to the exchange, and that each party mast have soh.e-

.13
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Buyer

rStudent

thing to trade of potential value to the other party Wherever
possible, it is best to focus on benefits desired and delivered
:artier than product features Several examples of exchanges
are sticwn in Exhibit 1 The first examp'e is a simple two-
part, monetary exchange. The student seeking a source of
entertainment got.; to a record store and purchases a record
or tape that the sit:tient has wanted, and expects to receive
entertainment from whenever it is played The student pays
money to the owner of the store in return for obtaining this
record or tape The benefit to the student is the entertain-
ment received The benefit to the store owner is the profit
made oil the sale, and the use of the remaining money to pur-
chase another record or tape to put into inventory Expected
benefits have been delivered to both parties to the exchange.
As long as the student likes the record or tape purchased, and
receives the expected benefits in listening to itprobably at
too loud a volumesatisfaction will he received by the stu-
dent

Benefi, s Marketer

Enter tairment

Student

ionev

Educational Qualifications
Personal Growth
Social Interaction

Guidance

Record Store

Tuition
Imolvement

Support

School

E.Lhibit 1 Examples of S ileral Exchange Relationships

The second example is a ',lore complex two-party ex-
change with both monetary and non-monetary elements In
this example, the student desires a number of different bene-
fits As a result of the school's market offering the student
hopes to obtain benefits relating to educational qualifications,
personal growth, social interaction and guidance In return,

14



the studentalong with his/her parents--exchange tuition,
inw xment and support, the benefits desired by the school
To the extent that each parry to the exchange is satisfied with
the benefits delivered, satisfaction is received

Several additional comments about diagramming ex-
changes m;,y be helpful to remember

Different individuals and/-,,r different markets will often
desire different benefits, and It is helpful to diagram each
exchange separately so that differences in benefits desired
can he better understood

More than two parties may be involved in an exchange,
such as a parent and a student in a school selection deci-
sion, and the benefits oe .1 by each party should be dia-
grammed and examined separately

Understanding the benefits desired by each party to the
exchange is a key element that a school must consider in
deve:oping its market offering

4 Similar diagrams can be created for any public or mar-
ket as 9 means of better understanding the expectations
and desired benefits of the group or organization

If marketing is going to help a school to improve its ex-
change relationships with selected markets, then marketing
must he accepted and used by the school at two di,_...ent lev-
els Marketing must be accepted both as an overall organiza-
tional philosophy fu, the school, and as a functional tool to be
used by the school As a philosophy, marketing is a broadly
based consumer orientation called the "Marketirg Concept,-
that must permeate all of the school's activities The market-
ing concept, much like a stool, can he viewed as having four
12gs, each of which is necessary for its successful use The
four key elements (or legs) of the marketing concept are the
following

The emphasis of the marketing concept is a consumer
needs and wants orientation This means that a school
must first have an external consumer orientation (e g , stu-
dents, parents) that focuses on their needs aril wants,
rather than focusing on the needs and wants of the school
or the market offering that it has developed

15
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A completely integrated mat ket offering must be devel-
oped in order to deliver maximum benefits through con-
sumer want satisfaction This means that the marketing
concept must be adopted and practiced by everyone in the
school, beginning with the school board and principal,
that the school's marketing mix must be integrated inter-
nally, and, that marketing must be integrated with the
othtr functional areas (e g., finance, personnel, etc )

The purpose of the marketing effort is to generate con-
sumer satisfaction This means that the major purpose of
developing a market offering is to create a package of ben-
efits that generate a high level of consumer satisfaction,
since the benefits delivered closely match the benefits de-
sired by the market

It is through the generation of consumer satisfaction that
a school is able to achieve its own missiun and objectives
This means that through serving individuals or markets
very well, their high levels of satisfaction will lead to their
support of the school, which will help it to achieve its own
goals

From a functional point of \ley.; it is necessary for a school
to accept and use a number of maiketing tools and tech-
niques which will help the school to implement the market-
ing concept As indicated in Exhibit 2. this is a complex pro-
cess Given the school's mission and objectives, it is
necessary to use marketing research in order to gain a good
understanding of the market's needs, wants, values and satis-
factions With this understanding, a school uses its resources
to develop an approprne market offering designed around a
particular market, or group of customers As discussed ear-
lier, this market offering is the marketing mix consisting of
product, place, promotion and price Product relates to the
goods, services, programs or ideas offered by the sc!iool
Hare !dates to the delivers' system necessary to bring the
school's products in contact with the market Promotion is
concerned v ith the persuasive comriumcation that occurs
hetsseen the school ancl the marketplace Finally; price relates
to the cost to the huger of acquiring the schools market offer-
ing In Jrcler for an exchange to take place, this market offer-
ing developed the school must he able to deliver benefits
that are a good match for the benefits desired by the markets
being served

16



De ek cmcnt of

%iarketing %11,,

School with
Certain Mission,

Objectives,
Strategies
lb-sources

t %la rkct t lig Ite.c.ift

Exhibit 2 Implication of the Marketing Function

thitiv/itig In summary marketingif it is used properlyis a mana-
i geml approach that a school can itse to improve its relation-

tninw )it slap with the marketplace It does this by helping a school to
study and understand the consumers that it hopes to attract
through its market offering To successfully achieve this, a
school must develop a organizational philosophy of a con-
sumer orientation, as well as to appropriately use a series of
marketing functions to deliver a market offering that contains
the benefits desired by the markets it chooses to serve

Most non -profit organizations are already using some of
the functions of marketing, such as advernsing or public [via-
mins As a school begur, to utilize marketing in the complete
sense of the word, two major benefits general!) become evi-
dent First, and most importantly the school's marketing ef-
fort NN ill become more effective in that it increases consumer
satisfaction with the school Second, it is likely that the
,chot marketing efforts will become more efficient, in that
the N. ill become more integrated and work in a synergistic
manner Ilow well a particular school has implemented mar-
ketntg can be identified by the degree to which the following
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major marketing-oriented attributes identified by Kotler (see
Bibliography) are present within the school Why not begin
to use your new knowledge of marketing to evaluate your
vihool by answering each 'if these qiItittonii?

Does the school have a true consumer orientation% Does
the school's administration ( from the school board on
down) acknowledge the primacy of consumer wants and
needs in shaping the organization's plans and operations%

Does the school have an integrated marketing effort? Is
the school organized and staffed to carry out the necessary
marketing research, planning, implementation and control
at all levels%

Does the school have adequate marketing information?
Does the school's administration receive the kind and
quality of information needed to conduct an effective mar-
keting effort?

4 Does the school have a strategic marketing orientation?
Does the school administration generate innu-ative mar-
keting strategies and plans for achieving its long-term ob-
jectives%

' Does the school have operational efficient y% Are the
marketing ac, wines selected and handled in an integrated
and cost-effective manner?

Unless the answer is yes to each of these questions, there is
significant room for improving both t'" effectiveness and ef-
ficiency of the school's exchange relations through the use of
the marketing at both of its levels

18
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CHAPTER 2

BEGINNING TO
DEVELOP GOOD
DAVIA BASE

1111,19(1,1c

lion
In chapter 1, it was suggested that the difference be-
tween marketing and public relations or advertising,
was that mai wting is concerned with "listening" as

well as with "talking" to consumers This means that before a
school can develop an appropriate marketing mix, it needs to
have a very good understanding of the markets with which it
hopes to create an exchange, as well as the markets' percep-
tion of the school itself Thus, before a school can begin to de-
velop its market offering, it needs to assess how it is per-
ceived by those individuals that it hopes to serve

The logical place to begin this assessment is by identifying
how the publics and markets perceive the school at the pre-
sent time A school needs to begin the development of a new
marketing effort with the realization that by either design, or
default, the school has been using elements of marketing As
a result of this, a school has some kind of image in the mar-
ketplace The marketplace also holds certain beliefs and atti-
tudesboth positive and negativeabout a schi>ol in addi-
tion, a school is continually influencing these images, beliefs
and attitudes through new marketing efforts So it is very im-
portant for a school to assess exactly what the publics and
markets perceive the school to he at the present time This
should he done before any additional marketing efforts are
undertaken Most importantiv this asses:,ment needs to be
made from the point of view of the consumer, rather than the
point of view of the school administration itself 'This chapter
will focus on what needs tb be done, in order to enable a
school to better listen" to the marketplace It will begin by

19
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discussing the development of a marketing committee Then
it will focus on the act of carrying out a marketing audit for
the school Finally it will discuss the need to have a good un-
derstanding of the target market with which the school de-
sires to establish exchange relationships, and the purchase
decision process that it goes through .n re:ching a purchase
decision Again, questions are provides I to help the reader be-
gin to apply the marketing process

The first step that a school needs to undertake as it be-
gins to develop a more formal markt ting process, is the es-
tablishment of a marketing comm ttee This marketing
committee should be the locus of ph. nning, implementing,
and controlling marketing efforts throughout the school.
Several key factors are necessary if this marketing commit-
tee is to successfully carry out its mission First, the mar-
keting committee needs top administrative support and in-
volvement Without this top-level support and involvement,
it is unlikely that the marketing committee will end up
being effective Second, it needs broad representation from
each of the areas of the school that ark.. to be involved with,
or affected by the marketing effort The composition of the
committee should include the school principal, and repre-
sentation from the school board, teachers, parents, fund
raising, and perhaps the pastor and external supporters
where appropriate Third, the marketing committee needs
to be chaired by somebody who has significant influence
within the school, and hopefully also has a working knowl-
edge of marketing In some cases this individual might
he'the principal, while in other cases it could he a knowl-
edgeable member of the board

In addition to the marketing committee, it is critical that
a school have a clearly identified individual who is respon-
sible for carrying out the decisions made by the marketing
committee It is important that this individual have some
marketing background and/or experience also If he/she
doesn't have this background, it is important that the indi-
%Anal work with som _one who has marketing experience
and begin to develop his/her own expertise in marketing

The marketing committee needs to recognize early in its
effort that its ultimate success depends upon its ability to

(I0
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communicate with, and Oraw involved support from, the
various constituencies of the school Without the involve-
ment and eventual support of each of the constituencies,
the marketing effort will have little chance of success Thus,
this involvement should begin early in any marketing effort,
so that "ownership- in the effort is felt throughout the or-
ganization

Several key questions that should he addressed in estab-
lishing mai ketmg in the school are the following

Does the development of a marketing committee have
the support and involvement of the top administration?
(Remember, without it, the effort is unlikely to succeed )

What groups should he represented on the marketing
committee?

What soecific individual should represent each group"

Who should chat" the marketing committee'

What can he done to gain wide involvement and sup
port"

Who should carry out the decisions of the marketing
committee"

One of the first acts of the newly established marketing
committee should he to conduct a marketing audit of the
school What is a marketing audit" A marketing :twig is a
comprehensive, systematic, and independent review of the
school's environment, its marketing strategy; and its market-
ing activities Such an audit must he comprehensive, because
it must involve an evaluation of the entire school, as well as all
of its marketing activities It is not adequate, and is often very
misleading, to focus on a small area or a narrow problem
The marketing audit must he systematic in that it is a review
of the past, present, and future of the school with regard to
the questions raised by the marketing audit Finally, it must
he independent, in that it must involve someone from outside
of the organization who can provide an independent and ob-
jective appraisal of the areas studied Without this indepen-
dent perspective, a number of critical questions may never he
asked

As a result of conducting the marketing audit, the school
will heneht in three ways

t, / ; ,
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The school will develop a better understanding of those
factors that can affect its ability to achieve its mission and
obraives

The school will have an o. ,ective means of evaluating
current marketing activities and performances

The school will identify its current strengths and weak-
nesses, as well as the opportunities and threats that need
to be addressed by the school's marketing effort
As a general rule, the marketing committee conducting the

marketing audit should not be too large However, input for
the audit should be broadly sought from throughout the
school, in order to involve those affected by marketing and
building their commitment to the project Suggestions for a
method of conducting a marketing audit that appear to work
especially well for schools that have never conducted a com-
plete audit before are the following

Begin the development of the marketing audit effort by
identifying an independent, outside individualperhaps
an impartial friend of a tx)ard member, a knowledgeable
parent or an individual from a local college or university
who is familiar with marketing, and preferably familiar
with the type of questions raised by the marketing audit.

Introduce the concept and process of the marketing au-
dit in a several-hour introductory workshop for all audit
participants, where the outside individual can completely
discuss the concept of a marketing audit, the meaning of
the individual audit questions, and the process to be used

Assign smaller task forces to gather specific information,
by answer mg the marketing audit questions as completely
and objectively as possible It is important at this stage that
input be sought from all those nwolved with the school

se the marketing committee to summarize and inte-
grate the task force's results into a completed marketing
audit

Have the outside observer review the findings, the sum-
marized iesults and original data, and then develop an ob-
jective report for the marketing committee on the results
of the marketing audit

4 Discuss the findings. and their meaning to the school, in
the marketing committee as a key input to the schiml's de-
velopment of future marketing efforts
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Disseminate the findings to ;111 those imoked in the pro-
cess, and provide opportunities for discussion feed-
back on the results in order to build group consensus
It is always interesting, to ste how much more an organi-

zation knows about itself once the audit is done, than they did
before they started In sonic cases, it may be the first time
that a school has had a comprehensive, objective view of
where it has been, where it is, and where it is going In all
cases, it provides the school with benchmark information
from which operational and strategic problems can he identi-
fied and solutions generated Such information is absolutely
invaluable for developing future marketing efforts A simpli-
fied marketing audit is contained in the appendix, and can he
used as a starting point for the school's efforts More compre-
hensive audits and addmona: suggestions can h found in Ko-
tler or Murpin (see Bibliography)

Given the school's mission and objectivesnow poten-
tially refined and/or updated due to the results of the market-
ing auditit is necessar to "listen- to the marketplace in
two additional ways First, the marketing committee needs to
clearly identify the nLarket, or markets, within the population
that are mom appropriate to achieving the school's mission
and objectives Said another was; with which specific markets
does the school desire to create exchange relationships? For
example, what students are most likely to he attra ted to the
school to continue their education, or what donors are most
likely to he willing to contnFute to the support of the school
A logical, but incomplete, answer to each of di se questions is
Catholic students within the parish or diocese, and successful
alumni of the school, respectively A related question is
wh;_ther the markets have different needs and wants, which
means they potentially need to he reached by different mar-
keting mixes? If these different market needs and wants do
exist, then the school may need to treat them as different
market segments Second, the marketing committee must de-
velop a good understanding of the needs, beliefs, attitudes
and purchase decision process used by these markets, or
market segments, with respect to evaluating and selecting
sch(xils

0 23 15
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Each school has cell= target markets, or groups of peo-
ple, that they wish to serve If these target markets are
properly identified, they are also the markets most likely to
respond to di° market offering of the school It is important
to clearly identify these target markets, because it is
through and understanding of these get markets that the
school will eventually develop a marketing effort A key is
to define these markets in terms of their different needs
and wants, or the benefits they desire Families that desire
a religious eci"cation, as well as an academic education, for
their children are a more natural market for a Catholic
school, than those parents who do not Or, if A Catholic
school ha., a curriculum relevant only to college bound stu-
dents, then only those families within which the student in-
tends to attend the .miversity or college after gr2duation,
are the appropriate target market

As might be expected, when segmenting markets on
their needs and wants, or their benefits desired, it may be-
come evident that differences exist within the market One
group of parents may see a high quality academic educa-
tion as the primary benefit they're looking for, while an-
other family may be looking for a superior athletic pro-
gram, and a third family may want a good general
education program. Obviously, the benefits desired differ
among these families In other words, in this example the
market needs and wants are not homogeneous, and conse-
quently there is not a single market Rather there are a
number of smaller market segments identified here Each
of these target market segments may need to he treated
separately, at lease with respect to benefits offered and/or
stres..ed

A key to this is the concert of market segmentation Mar-
ket '.egmentation is oasically the process of breaking up a
large market with heterogeneous needs and wants into
smaller more homogeneous markets that have very similar
wants and needs Given these smaller market segments
with more homogeneous wants and needs, it is easier for
the school to individually develop different market efforts
toward the target market segments' individual needs and
wants For example, the religious growth of the student
might be stressed to a Catholic family desiring both reli-
gious and academic growth, whereas the quality of educa-
tion as preparation for entry to a top university might he
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stressed to the famiN whose focus is more tm the academic
side

A number of important questions that should he ad-
dressed with regard to understanding the composition of
the market, and its possible segments are the following

Does the market the school wants to serve appear to
have homogeneous needs, wants and benefits desired,
or does there appear to he different group ; within this
market that h different needs, wants and henefits with
respect to the school?

flow main different groups do there appear to be?
flow do the neeu:,, wants and benefits 1 the groups dif-
fc

Are the Leeds, wants or beafit- dt red different
t nough to sut,gest tie. need to do <t }- .`;trent ben _fits'
If so, how should the benefits delivered he adjusted to
satisfy each of the different groups?

Consumer decision making can range fron. complex deci-
sion making to habitual decision making Complex decision
making is a high involvement process where the decision
maker believes there are significant risks associated with
making an "bad- decision. Because of th.s, the decision pro-
cess can extend over a long period of time, and involve con-
siderable .:ollection and evaluation of information concerning
the decision Repeat or habitual decision making can be best
described as routi le purchase decisions These are vet-) 13w
involvement decisions where pact ;purchase behavior, or hab-
its, determine the actual purchase

While different individuals will approach the evaluation
and selection of a Catholic school from their own perspective,
it is best for the school to assuine that an individtp!, or a fam-
ilv will approach the decision process at the complex deci-
sion making level Using this assumption, a school will de-
velop a more complete marketing effort designed to prov.de
information needed for the most complex decision process
An indivick4-1 appi.-:ching the evaluation and selection of a
Catholic school at the complex decision making level, gener-
ally moves through a five-stage process. The five stages, as
showr in Exhibit 3 are problem recognition, information
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information
E ablation

fuechased Post-Purchase
Decision Behavior

Exhibit 3 The Decision Making Process

search, information evaluation, purchase decision and post-
purchase behavior Individuals approaching the selection at a
lower level of involvement or a repeat level may truncate this
process significantly; or eliminate some of the stages alto-
gether

Problem Recognition

Froblem recognition occurs when an individual realizes
that he/she has a need or want that requires satisfying, or a
problem that needs to be solved For example, a family may
have a child entering the eighth grade, and begin to feel the
need to decide whether the child will attend a Catholic or
pubic high .rhool the following year Let's assume the family
approacs this as a complex decision making process involv-
ing loot' :ie parents and student, as well as possibly other
memb _rs of the family This means that considerable effort
will be made to collect and evaluate information from a vari-
et- of sources, and that the process may require significant
time This problem recognition can be triggered by either in-
ternal motives or external stimuli For example, an internal
motive might be the parent's felt need for continued educa-
tion within a religious orientation, or the felt need to know if
the family should begin to plan for tuition payments On the
oti-;,t- hand, the student might have a very strong felt need to
attend the high school his close friends are planning to at-
Lnd This problem recognition can also be triggered by an
external stimulus, such as a brochure from the high sdiool, a

newspaper article about the high school, or a discussion
about the value of a Catholic education by a pastor during
Catholic Schools' Week Once this problem recognition state
exists, then this need becomes a drive that either must be ex-
tinguished or satisfied

From a marketing point of view, it is important that a school
gain a good understanding of the answers to a number of
questions relating to the needs of individuals within the
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school's target market or market segments, who are m the
problem recognition stage of the decision making process
Some of the questions that a school needs to begin to focus
its attention On in this first stage are the follim mg

What internal motets e , needs or wants ) at e likely to
trigger problem recognition"'

How do these internal motRes gar, among different
market segments, as well as between parents and students
NA [thin each market segment.'

What external stimuli can a school use in order to stim-
ulate this problem recognition')

When is this problem recognition most likely to be trig-
gered and acted on)

How can a marketing program be put together to sum-
ular,,! problem recognition, and hip these individuals to
n- we through the decision process to t successful conclu-
sk

Information Search

Once a need becomes a drne, unless it is extinguished, the
individual will work his/her way through the decision pro-
cess The aroused individual mal; or may not, search for in-
formation depending upon whether the individual sees this
as a high or low imolvement situation Since we are assuming
that the decision to select a Catholic school is generally a
high-involvement decision, it suggests that the individual will
begin to acivell search for information in order to help him/
her solve this problem The higher the level of imolv...merit,
the more active the individual's search for mformatlihi will
become

Possible sources 01 information that these aroused individ-
uals might use include personal sources, commercial
sources, public sources and experiential sources Personal
souices are ot'i'.er people who can help by either providing or
evalulting information An example would he a firmly friend,
an oldtT sister or the pastor Commercial sources are market-
ing-based sources such as advertising, public relations, a bro-
chure about the school, or a diocesan newspaper Public
sources mclude articles or stories in t:,,f newspaper, or on ra-
dio or television linall); experiential sources relate to the in-
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formation that can be gained from an individual's actual ex-
perience with the schools in question, as well as Catholic
education in general

Key questions to which the school must seek answers relat-
ing to individuals in the school's target markets who are in
this stage of the decision making process are the following

What kind of information (e g , student success in col-
lege acceptance, class facilities, class size, tuition cost, etc.)
are individuals searching fore

Where and when are individuals searching for this infor-
mation2

How actively are they searching for the information (e.g.,
will they call the school and request it, or does the school
have to see that it is placed in their hands because they are
reluctant to request it)2

How can the school "package" and distribute this infor-
mation about the school in a way that it is most useful to
the individual2

Information l'N Amnion

Once the information about the Catholic school is col-
lected, the decision maker needs to process that information
in a way that allows him/her to reach a purchase decision.
While marketing has developed a number of different models
of how this occurs, a very simple model suggests the follow-
ing. From the information collected an individual develops an
understanding of various attributes ( Le , features) about the
school that may or may not he individually important to him/
her These attributes might he things such as the quality of
education, the quality of teaching, how well run the school is,
how much discipline there is, athletic programs, the number
of Catholic teachers at the school, or a number of other fac-
tors

Each individual evaluates these factors from his/her own
point of view and decides how important they are to the de-
cision to select a specific school For example, an individual
might believe that the quality of education and the quality of
teaching are most important, whereas the location of the
school is far less important In developing an understanding
of how important each of these 'attributes is to selecting a spe-
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cif school, the individual has developed his/her "evaluative
criteria." The attributes chosen by an individual as being
most Important, become the attributes that he/she uses to
compare schools in order to identify the one perceived to be
most able to deliver the benefits desired At the same time an
individual is identifying how important various attributes or
criteria are to the decision, the individual is also developing
an "Image" of the Catholic school itself In this process, the
individual evaluates how well he/she perceives that the
school can deliver each of the important attributes For ex-
ample, the individual's perceived image of the school may be
that It is strong in teaching and provides a very good educa-
te n, but location and facilities are poor

To leach a decision, the individual cc spares his/her per-
ception of the school's Image with the evaluative criteria
identified as important. If the individual perceives that the
school is very good in terms of those attributes that he/she
feels are most important, then he/she will probably make a
positive decision on attending the school For example, if the
quality of education, and teaching, are most Important to an
individual, and the school also is perceived to be strong in
delivenng these attributes, a decision will likely be positive.
On the other hand, if the school is perceived to be weak in
terms of the quality of education, then It is unlikely that this
school will be selected.

Again, there are a number of marketing questions relating
to this phase of the decision process that the school needs to
answer concerning the individuals that are a part of the
school's target markets Some beginning questions in this
area are the following

Which of the school's attributes are included in the in-
dividual's evaluative criteria?

How much Importance is an individual attaching to each
of the evaluative criteria or attributes?

How does the Importance of specific evaluative criteria
vary among different market segments, as well as between
parents and students within each market segment?

How well is the school seen as being able to provide sat-
isfaction on each of the attributes, given the individual's
perception of the school's Image.

How do these perceptions of the school's image vary
among different market segments, as wdl as between par-
ents and students within each market seg.nent?

''...).A
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How can a marketing program ix developed to help :tri
individual establish appropriate evaluative cntena?

How can a marketing program be developed to project
ar appropriate school image?

Purchase Decision

As a result of the information evaluation, an individual will
generally make a decision concerning a purchase intention, in
this case either for the student to attend the Cathclic school or
not Unless something else happens t-) change his/her atti-
tudes, or some unanticipated circumstance occurs, the stu-
dent is likely to enroll, and the decision process is close to
over

At this stage of the decision process there is somewhat less
that the school can do than at some of the other stages How-
ever, there are still a number of questions relative to individ-
uals within the school's target market, or market segments,
that need to be answered including the following

What intentions does an individual have with regard to
the student attending the school, once the information
evalitat;ort stage is completed?

On which specific evaluative criteria, or attributes, are
these intentions based?

How strong are these intentions"'

What could happen that would keep this individual from
carrying out these intentions?

How can a marketing program be developed to make it
easy for an individual to carry out their purchase inten-
tions?

Post-Purchase Bella% ior

Even after a purchase decision is made, the marketing pro-
cess is not completed. The individual's purchase decision has
been made as a result of certain exp:tations about what will
occur when the student attends the school One of market-
ing's key jobs is to see that those expectation.; are reached, or
exceeded, in the delivery process If the decision to attend
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the school was reached because the individual felt the school
could deliver good education and good teaching, then this
good education and good teachv g must he delivered Unless
it is perceived by the individual as being delivered, then cog-
nitive dissonance, or dissatisfaction, will develop Such disso-
nance is a result of pre-purchase expc.tanons not being met
Dissonance is the opposite of saw- If dissonance ex-
ists, then it must he reduced Uniess an individual is satisfied
with the benefits that he/she is receiving from the school, it is
unlikely at the student will continue to attend the school

Even after a student is enrolled in a school, it is necessary
to understand how the student and his/her parents feel about
the school How satisfied each of the parties is to the ex-
change relationship is critical to its continuance Thus, the
school mustonce againseek tc answer a number of ques-
tions about individuals within its target markets Suggestive
of hese lre the following questions

flow satisfied are the individualsboth parents and stu-
dentson each of the evaluative criteria deemed impor-
tant to them?

Where are the specific areas of dissatisfaction for indi-
viduals and what can he cloPc a) improve satisfaction in
these areas?

How is satisfaction with the school's overall market offer-
ing, as well as specific elements within the market offering,
changing over time

e How can the school refine its marketing program to
maintain, or improve, the levels of satisfaction being deliv-
ered?
Understanding how an individual moves through the con-

sumer decision making pr)cess is critical to the development
of a marketing effort for a Catholic school An understanding
of the process tells the marketing committee what needs to
he done to stimulate problem recognition for individuals
within their target market, and help them to move through
the decision process to a successful conclusion, It tells the
marketing committee what basic !weds motivate this individ-
ual, where this person will go to search for information, and
what type of information will he looked for Perhaps most im-
portant, it provides the marketing committee with 3'1 under-
standing of the evaluative criteria the individual will use to
reach a decision concerning the selection of a Catholic
school, as well as an understanding of the individual's per-
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ceptions of the school, and its image, on these same factors
This knowledge gained by the marketing committee from

"listening" is critical It comes from knowing well those indi-
viduals the school desires to serve In some cases this knowl-
edge can be gained through close, personal observations of
these individuals More often, it takes the use of formal sur-
veys to gain this level of understanding. In either case, it is the
Input on which the school's marketing effort must be devel-
oped. In effect, a well developed marketing program (I e., the
school's total marketing effort) will be designed around this
information, and will help the individual to move through
this -2cision making process as easily as possible In fact, it
should be designed to help them move through to a success-
ful decision, even if that decision is not to select the Catholic
school Attracting someone to a school that is inappropriate
for them, or 4d..ceiving them as to the benefits that can be de-
livered, will only lead to cognitive dissonance when these
benefits desired are not delivered Unfortunately, no one
spreads the word about a school more rapidly than someone
who is dissatisfied, and that can readily destroy the image a
school is attempting to project
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CHAPTER 3

PLANNIX6 AND
IMPLEMIATIM1 X
MARKEFIXC
EFFORT
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lanning and implementing a marketing effort for a
Catholic school requires two sepal ate, but interre-

__. lated, decisions The first decision involves the selec-
tion of a target market, or market segments, as discussed ear-
lier The second decision involves the development of a
marketing mix for the school that is designed around the
market's needs and wants Developing the right marketing
mix for a school means developing the right product to match
market needs and wants Then the exchange is completed by
getting this product to the right place, at a price affordable to
the market, while promoting the product to help facilitate the
exchange These four key elements in the marketing mix (l e ,

product, place, price and promotion) were shown in Exhibit
2 Although each of these elements will he discussed sepa-
rately, it is important to remember when planning the various
marketing efforts, that all of the elements of the school's mar-
keting mix must he Integrated to deliver the desired benefits

As indicated earlier, even though Catholic schools have not
realized it as a result of attempting to serve various markets
in the past, they have indeed been marketing Thus, each
Catholic school has a marketing effort Every school makes
product decisions such as the specific mix of classes offered,
as well as the mixes of extracurricular and athletic activities
offered Every school makes place, or distribution decisions
such as location and transportation decisions Every school
makes promotion decisions such as the use of brochures, cat-
alogs, advertising and speakers Finally, every school makes
pricing decisions such as tuition, fees and scholarships The
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real question that a schaol must ask, is whether these deci-
sions are made as part of an integrated marketing &cr.-0 Un-
less the answer is ves, then marketing can he a valuable addi-
tion to the school's effort to serve Its desired target markets

It is important [hat the reader note everything that has
been undertaken prior to the development of the marketing
effort With a good knowledge of target markets, their.wants
and needs, and an understanding of their purchase d'cision
process, is it nowfinallytime to begin to develop a mar-
keting mix to actualize the exchange relationship. Many
schools attempts to begin their marketing efforts at this point
in the process without knowing what hai' already been dis-
cussed here Most of these efforts fail' As a Catholic school de-
velops its marketing mix it must keep several things clearly in
mInd

To he most effecthe, all of the elements in the school's
marketing mix must he treated as a mix, or blend, that in-
tegrates the individual efforts to maximize their effect on
the market

The marketing mix must he developed around the mar-
ket \ needs and wants, as well as their purchase decision
process

Individual marketing mixes must he considered for dif-
ferent market segments, although these may he combined
if the needs, wants and decision making processes of these
segments are similar

The effectiveness of the marketing mix and the individ-
ual marketing elements must he measured, so that they
can be refined on a continual basis

The first of the tour marketing elements in a Catholic
schools marketing mix that must he planned and imple-
mented is the school's product mix As defined earlier, a
product is a good, service, program or idea that is offered to
the market to satisfy a need or want In developing this prod-
uct mix it is necessary for the school to focus on the target
market and the benefits desired by this market, in order to
understand the benefits that must he delivered by the prod-
uct mix This external orientation is not "natural' for many
people involved in planning a school's product mix A more
-natural orientation is to focus on developing a product mix
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from the school's point of view Certainly this is necessary
and desirable, but it is also inadequate Equally important, the
product mix must he developed in a way that the market sees
it as desirable, because it will deliver the benefits desired

One way to reinforce this external, customer oriented fo-
cus is to view the product as having three levels as shown in
Exhibit 4 At its most basic level, a product delivers core ben-
efits or services desired by the market These core benefits
suggested earlier could include educational qualifications,
personal growth, social interaction and guidance A key job
for a school's marketing committee is to uncover the benefits
being delivered by a given product, and then market the ben-
efits rather than the product features

Core Benefits or
Sen. ices Delivered

Tangible Product
Features or Services

Augmenting Product
Features or Services

Exhibit 4 Three Levels of a Product

At the next level, a product has a number of tangible fea-
tures and services that help to create the benefits delivered.
1-1 lese tangible elements could he variables such as program
features, quality levels, organizational style, program packag-
mg and school name Program features might Include such
elements as computer-based coursework, or self-paced learn-
ing Quality might relate to the quality level of programs and
teaching maintained in the school Organizational style might
relate to using a very tiles-oriented authoritarian philosophy
vs a democratic, participatory style of managing the school.
Packaging might relate to how the individual courses are
"packaged- into programs of study School name relates to
the image held by the public of the school and its reputation
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At the hnal level, a product may be augmented in addi-
tional WA', in order to see that it fits into the market's con-
sumption system This might include additional services
and henehts necessary to see that the core benefits of the
product are delivered For example, some schools that are
using computer-based coursework are building the price
of computers into the tuition cost, and then providing each
student with a computer to assure that the system works A
college in Iowa that has an excellent record of graduating
superior teachers, has gone even further Given their very
high quality product (i e , the teachers they graduate) and
the past record of success these teachers have, the college
is now offering a guarantee to the schools that hire their
graduates If the school system is unhappy with the gradu-
ate's teaching performance, the college w:11 send an in-
structor to the school to work with the graduate at no cost
to the school Isn t this the epitome of guaranteeing cus-
tomer sat ',faction"'

In reality, a Catholic school offers a number of different
product items to its market A portion of a hypothetical
prod,irt mix for a school is shown in Exhibit 5 A complete
product mix would contain all of the product items of the
school's curricular and extra-curricular offering, Examples
of specific product items that must he planned for and de-
11% creel are "Honors Biology or "Fundamentals of the
Catholic Faith At a broader level, a school offers a number
of product lines, or groups of closer related product items,
such as Science or Theologc At the broadest level, the
courses offered would represent the curricular portion of
the school's product mix Thus, the curricular portion of
the school's product mix would be composed of all aca-
demic product items (i e , courses) and product lines e ,

areas of studs ) offered The school's total product mix
would also include a number of product acids in the extra -

curricular area Shown in the hypothetical example are two
additional product lines (i e , Activities and Athletics) each
of which has four product items

The challenging lob of developing a school's product
it 111`, and ;MO, is the need to develop an appropriate prod-
uct mix that delivers the benefits that ,ii .Ic',ired by the
market e , students and patents) to adequately prepare
them kg their future education and h fe ch ices, as well as
to meet state educational requirements Smue needs, wants
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Exhibit 5 A Partial Product Mix of a School

CURRICULAR

REQUIRED COURSES

Science

( 1 unit required)

Btu logt

Honors Biology

Chernistrt

I lonors Chemistrt

Phi sic,

flimors Physics

Advanced
Placement
Chemist rt

st lence seminar

Theology

( 4 units required)

Fundamentals of
the Catholic Faith

Introduction to
the Bible

Christian
Communitt

Contemporart
Moral Problems

EXTRA-CURRICULAR

ACTIVITIES ATHLETICS

Drama Club

st ience Club

Art Club

1,:!- ate ( tub

\ Football

t.'arsitt Basketball

arsitt I iehl
!locket

Intermural
liaskethall

Social Mission of
the Church

senior 1er'ite co. etc

Professional
Ethics

and requirements change. a school s product mix of curric-
ular and extracurricular ofierings, must be viewed as
cknging rather than fixed For example, two relatively re-
cent k.:A terna I changes that have caused schools in many
areas to revise their curricular offering, are the growth in
the .wceptance and use of the personal computer and
changing state graduation requirements Thus a school's
product mix has to he looked at as a (.4 namic product offer-
ing Unless the school's product mix is kept Yer\ current in
terms of changing market needs and wants, changing ac-
creditation requirements and competitive product offer-
ingsi Catholic school will not continue to meet the expec-
tations of the market

From a marketing point of view, it is important that a
school design and continually review its product items,
product lines and product mix to assure that they are deliv-
ering the benefits desired by the markets that it serves
Some beginning questions that a school might want to con-
sider in designing, evaluating or revising all elements of its
product mix are the following

What are the core benefits or serN ices desired by the
market, with respect to the school's proclu( t items, lines
and mix)
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How well are the school's product items, lines and
mix delivering each of the desired core benefits or ser-
vices?

What charges could be made in the school's product
items, lines and mix to improve the core benefits or ser-
vices delivered?

What role does each of the tangible product features
or services play in helping to deliver the core benefits or
features?

What changes could be made in each of the tangible
product features or services to improve the core benefits
or services delivered?

. low are tLe present products being augmented to
help them deliver core benefits and features?

What changes could be made in the augmentation to
help the product deliver higher levels of core benefits
and features?

Place, or distribution systems, are c ;cerned with Low a
Catholic school makes its product mix accessible to the mar-
kets it is attempting to serve Distribution of the market offer-
ing is critical to a Catholic school's marketing effort, since the
convenience associated with an exchange relationship can
raise or lower the satisfaction received in "consuming" a
given product At the college level, many new and different
systems have been developed to distribute education to se-
lected target markets. In some large cities, college credit is
earned by tuning to a course on TV, completing the course
examinations at home and then returning them by mail. In
these same cities executives earn their MBA by attending
class for two years on Fridays and Saturdays, while they main-
tam their jobs If you lived on Long Island, you could get an
MBA while commuting on the Long Island Railroad, since
courses are taught on the train daily Each of these are alter-
native place or distribution systems, that have been imple-
mented because it Drought the product mix in contact with
the market and made it easier to consume

It is important that a Catholic school develop an accessible
and easy-to consume distribution system within the school.
This can be affected by the physical facilities, the amount and
quality of equipment available, the teaching systems used, the
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attitude of teachers and staff, the guidance and counseling
systems, the coordination of events, and anything else that af-
fects how easy or how difficultit is to bring the product
benefit: delivered in line with the benefits desired It is in the
school's best interest to make its product mix as easy to con-
sume as is possible With a very supportive distribution, or
delivery system, an appropriate product mix is far more likely
to deliver the benefits desired to the market Students have a
better chance of gaining the desired benefits from the
school's product mix, when the distribution system sup-
portsrather than retardstheir efforts

However, a school's internal delivery system must go be-
yond the student Since education is most often a joint deci-
sion process between parents and student, a Catholic school's
internal delivery system must also concern itself with how
easy it is for the parents to interface with the school This
could be affected by such things as the ease of parent-teacher
contact, responsiveness to parent suggestions and requests,
parent involvement with the school's decision-makinc! pro-
cess, and continuing parent information as to the school's
mission, purpose and objectives, as well as how well thcy are
being carried out

The place, or distribution system, outside of a Catholic
school focuses on how the school's market offering and the
target market can be brought together This question focuses
primarily on the location of a Catholic school relative to the
target market As long as a Catholic school is located in close
proximity to the target market, the cost of bringing these two
together may he small, with the solution being students walk-
ing to school As a school serves larger areas, or as a school
and the target market become geographically separated, both
monetary cost (i e , transportation) and nonmonetary cost
(i e , time and inconvenience ) increase As these monetary
and nonmonetary costs increase, it is necessary for a school
to improve the value of its market offering by finding ways to
decrease the cost of bringing the student and the school to-
gether This may require the development of bus transporta-
tion for some geographic areas, or even the whole market in
some situations On the other hand, the solution ma} be as
simple as setting up a system to help families car-pool As al-
ways, it is a trade-off of benefits, costs and pmes. As the mon
etary and nonmonetary costs rise due to incoi ivenience, the
value of the market offering to those families who are paying
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these higher costs decreases Consequently the school needs
to find some way to increast the value of the school's market
offering, and often this means finding a way to reduce the in-
convenience of the geographic location problem With a
proper marketing effort, the market is often willing to pay all,
or part, of the cost necessary to reduce this inconvenience

Questions that can help the school to refine its place or dis-
tribution mix, are the following

How are the school's product items, lines and mix cur-
rently being distributed or delivered?

a Are any elements of the school's internal delivery system
(e g , classrooms, equipment, timing, etc ) detracting from
the core benefits or services being delivered, or raising the
monetary or nonmonetary costs of consuming these?

How can any of these elements be changed to increase
student or parent satisfaction with the delivery system?
How willing is the market to help pay for these improve-
ments?

Pow convenient is the school's location perceived to be?

What monetary and nonmonetary costs is the market
currently experiencing with regard to location and/oi
transportation?

What opportunities exist to reduce these monetary and
nonmonetary costs, and how willing is the market to help
pay for these improvements?

Promotion is the school's attempt to establish contact with
its various publics and markets through persuasional com-
munication Unfortunately, all organizationsCatholic
schools includedtend to over-estimate the awareness and
knowledge that the market has about the organization This is
a natural, but a potentially very damaging bias! Fortunately,
promotion is the external element of a school's marketing ef-
fort that can reach out and "talk" to selected target markets
about a school and its market offering. To work best for a
school, promotion should always be positive and persuasive.
Equally important, promotion should never he undertaken
until all of the other elements of the market offering are de-
veloped, and ready to be delivered. A key rule of marketing is
to never promote a poor product, or a product that is not
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reads to he delivered to the market To do either can only
hurt the image and reputation of the school

All promotional efforts must begin wall an objectry The
three broad objectives of promotion are to inform, persuade
and remind A school must inform its target markets about
the school, and its market offering In fact, a Catholic school
must begin its promotional effort by informing the market
that it exists, before anything else can occur Unless the mar-
ket has an awareness that a school exists and some knowl-
edge about the school, then it is impossible for the market to
begin to develop attitudes and beliefs about the school For
example the market needs to know what the school's mission
and objectives are, what the school does, why the school is
needed, what benefits it offers

The second thing that a school must do is to persuade its
target markets It must persuade the target markets that the
school has desirable benefits to exchange It must persuade
the target markets that its cause is good, and that it is an or-
ganization worth considering It must persuade the target
markets to support it by presenting its henefits and convinc-
ing the market that these benefits are better than those that
could he provided from sonic other organization It is
through persuasional promotion that a school begins to build
beliefs and attitudes about the school that hopefully lead to a
preference for the school

Fmalls; a school must continually remind its target mai kets
It must remind its target markets that it exists and what it
stands for, because people tend to forget In tact, a school
must constantly maintain a presence in the mind of those it
hopes to serve Unless a school maintains an active "presence
in the marketplace," it will not he kept active in the mind of
individuals in the target markets This active awareness of the
school by a number of publics and markets is of critical im-
portance to its long-run success It is through this reminder
promotion that a school keeps "top-of-mind" awareness of
the school among its various publics and markets

A key to an organization's successful promotion is to make
sure that the school integrites all of its promotional efforts
All messagesplanned or unplannedmust clearly com-
municate common themes A school cannot afford to confuse
the marketplace, by sending the market mixed signals about
what it is, or what it stands for

A prerequisite to creating a clear image and message to
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various publics and markets, is that the school have a very
clear idea of the image and messages that it hopes to convey
Without this clear understanding of itself and the messages
that it desires to deliver, f r Jrnot ion will only succeed in rein-
forcing an impression that the ;),ganizatior, is confused Thus,
it is 'ritical that the school have a very clear idea of where it
is, what it stands for and where it's going, long before it be-
gins to use any promotion For example, if a school wants to
create an image of "Excellence in Education with a Personal
Touch," then in fact it needs to deliver both of these, and all of
its promotional efforts need to be I ,ust d around these
points

In developing any promotion, it is important to realize
where the school's promotional process must begin To be
successful, promotion must begin with the proposed re-
ceiver and the response sought, rather than with the sender.
T) develop a good promotional effort, a school must begin by
Jentifying what objective the school intends to achieve as a

result of the communication process Said another way, what
response does the school des;re from the market Is it de-
sired that the market learn more about the vshool, or s it de-
sired that the market take a certain action st ch as coring to
a meeting'd As a result of knowing who the respondent is, and
what reaction is desired, the school must send a message that
the receiver will be able to understand, and then use a chan-
nel of communication that will reach this respondent If this
process works successfully ind the respondent is receptive to
the message, then the appropriate response will be taken
This process is the same regardless of whether a school is us-
ing an advertisement to inform the public about an open
house, a brochure to attract a student, or personal selling

e , contact) to gain better press coverage in a newspaper
Each of these promotional efforts is an attempt to secure a
specific reaction from an identified target market

While the marketing committee of a school has a number
of specific tools available to carry out the promotional effort,
the major pi omouonal tools (i e , channels of communica-
tion) used are advertising, personal selling, publicity and
sales promotion Each of these promotional tools, and exam-
ples of each, are given below

Adrernsmgany paid form of nonpersonal promo-
tion or communica; ion of goods, services, programs or
ideas by an idertified sponsor. Examples of advertising
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are brochures, catalogs, directories, display signs, mail-
ings, print and broadcast ads, and symbols and logos

Personal sellingan oral presentation in r 'nversa-
tional mode between a seller and prospective er for
the purpose of making a sale Examples of personal sell-
ing are sales presentations, sales meetings and telemar-
keting

Publicityany nonperson-al promotion or communi-
cation of goods, services, programs or ideas to stimulate
their demand through obtaining favorable presentation
of them on the radio, television or in the newspaper at
no cost to the sponsor Examples of publicity are annual
reports, case statements, press kits, public relations and
speeches
* Sales promotion short -term incentives designed to
create interest in, or the purchase of, goods, services,
programs or ideas. Examples of sales promotion are
demonstrations, exhibits, low-interest loans and i-educed
price for multiple children enrolled

The key to developing an overall promotional mix for a
school is to use a mix of these promotional tools that reach
be desired target markets and gain the response sought

oul a school is more familiar with each of these tools, it is
often an area where the marketing comm!ttee may want to
seek professional help In general, advertising is useful to
reach numerous geographically dispersed people at a rela-
tively low cost per exposure Personal selling is useful to
reach specific individuals where a dialogue is necessary
Publicity is useful to reach a number of publics and mar-
kets to maintain a favorable school image Sales promotion
is useful to create a relatively quick response from the mar-
ket More specific information on the advantages and dis-
advantages can he found in Kotler, Murphy or Campbell
( see Bibliography). Beginning questions to ask when devel-
oping any promotional effort are the following

With which target market is the school attempting to
communicate?

Why is the school co,,,n'anicating?
What response does the school desire?
What does the school know about the needs, wants

and purchase decision process of this target market?
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How can the school send the message in a way that it
will be correctly received and understood?

What is the best channel of communication to reach
the target market?

How does this message fit in with other messages the
school is sending?

Are all of the promotional messages stressing com-
mon and related themes?

Does the school have a wa) to measure the results of
the message on the target market? If not, can one
ate&

The fourth element of the marketing mix is price Price is
very different from the other three P's. When a Catholic
school develops product, place and promotional mixes, the
school is investing its funds in the creation of a market offer-
ing designed to deliver benefits to certain target markets.
Each of these mixes is part of the benefits delivered, and each
adds to the value of the exchange Price, on the other hand, is
what a school asks the target market to give up, in order to
obtain the rest of the school's market offering Price for the
school is cGst for the family For the price of a market offering
to he acceptable to an individual, the indiv!d,:al must desire
the market offering, and ptTceive the value of the benefits to
be greater than the price *hat must he paid he greater the
perceived value of the marl-et offering, the morn 'hat an indi-
vidual will be willing to pay for the exchange th(2 perceived
value of the offering falls bet ;w the price, thott ie exchange
will not be made Again, it 1, a trdc .)ff of perceived benefits
delivered versus the cost of acquit mg those benefit.,_

When looking at the question of price, a school must con-
sider cost, demand, and r',n-Inetition A school's cost is the
"investment" it has in delivering the market offering To sur-
vive for any length of tirn., a school must cover those coats by
tuition, or some other means Thus, a school's total cost of de-
livering its marketing offer to an individual should become a
desired minimum price ! vel If it cannot achieve this level
through tuition, then som,' other source of funding, such as
diocesan funding or fund raving become a necessity De-
mand is a measure of how much an individual is willing to
pay to receive the market offering Demand is a very individ-
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ual thing To someone who has very little rnone; the market
demand for a Catholic education may he much lower than
someone w...) has significant resources The first individual
may be willing to pay $500 for a semester of education,
whereas the latter may he willing to pay $4,000 or $5,000 per
semester Market demand determines the highest level at
which a school can price its market offering Unfortunately; as
every Catholic school is aware, the higher the price is, the
lower the demand for a particular market offering becomes

Competition is the third factor that must be considered by
a school in determining price Competition is composed of
the other schools in the area providing a market offering sim-
ilar to that of the school Depending upon the price on their
market offering, and how similar it is to the school's market
offering, the competition can drastically affect the price that
can he charged by a given school By looking at cost as a min-
imum price, market demand as a maximum price, and de-
mand as a moderating factor between them, the school gains
a good idea of the pricing range available to it It must then
balance this price range against the market's perception of
the value of the market offering, and select a particular price
to he charged

When thinking about price however, it is important for a
school not to focus exclusively on price in terms ,)f dollars
Total price to an individual considering a school includes
both monetary and nonmonetary costs Monetary cost is
tie initial and continuing dollar cost of a student attending
a school Nonmonetary cost of attending the school, is often
equally important, and includes factors such as conven-
ience. attitudes, tune and other effort required Even when
monetary cost is the major element in the price mix, the
nonmonetary cost often can tip the scale Often by some-
tiling like improving the distributlim system, and thereby
lowering nonmonetary cost, the monetary cost of a school
doesn't seem as great as it did before Thus, a school must
concern itself with both monetary and nonmonetary costs
to the consumer when looking at its pricing situation Even
more important, it is necessary to remember that whether
a price is high or low relates to the perceived value of the
rest of the market offering As long as the perceived value of
the market offering can he raised, then there is room to
look at an increase in price also The key is to add value
that is desired by the target markets
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Finally It is necessary for a school to realize that price
can also be seen as an "active" element in a school's mar-
keting mix In other words, price can be variable The use
of scholarship,, aid packages, family discount plans, low-
cost loans, etc all have the effect of reducing the cost of ob-
taining the rest of the market offering A school needs to
continually seek out additionarways to reduce the total
cost, as a means of increasing the rota; value of the market
offering.

Questions that might be asked in refining a school's pric-
ing mix could include the following

How fair does the market perceive the school's price
to be Could It be higher? Does it need to be lower to at-
tract an adequate number of students?

What effect would an increase or decrease in price
have on the school's total revenue generate&

What price range is suggested by the school's cost,
market demand and competition? Is there an Appropri-
ate price within this range that equates with the market's
perception of the value of the school's market offering?
4 What are the actual monetary and nonmonetary costs
being paid by the market? Are there ways to decrease
these?

How can price be used as an "active" variable to re-
duce the price of purchasing the school's market offer-
ing?

Are there some elements of the school's market offer-
ing that could/should be "packaged" and priced sepa-
rately, so that only market segments desiring these ele-
ments will have to pay for them?

Where do you go from here Now you know what market-
ing is, and you un, lerstand what needs to t done to develop
a good data base and plan a marketing effort But how do you
begin? The answer is more simple than you might think. Sim-
ply begin to do what you have just learned Here is a seven-
step process to get a marketing effort started in a Catholic
school, or any other nonprofit organization

Step 1Establish a Marketing Committee. At first the
committee need not even be a formal committee. Whether it
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is a formal, or an ad hoc, committee make sure that at has
high level support and inwhement, that It has broad repre-
sentation, that it be chaired by someone influential in the
school who has some marketing knowledge, and that some-
one be responsible for carrying out the decisions of the cc n-
mittee

Step 2Devekp a Good Data Base. Conduct a marketing
audit of the school using the knowledge that you have gained
and the marketing audit questions in the appendix Remem-
ber to be as objective, systematic and comprehensive as is
possible, but also remember to be realistic Everrhing can-
not be identified in a single audit In fact, some schools will
simply not have answers to many of the questions asked
Don't worry about it now, but do remember that these unan-
swered questions are areas in which the school need: to do
additional work

Step 3Identify Opportunities and Problems. As a result
of the marketing audit, the marketing committee will be able
to identify a number of opportunaks and problems facing the
school Develop a prioritized list of these opportunities and
problems related to marketing, and identify those that need to
be addressed immediately

Step 4Develop Prioritized Marketing Objectives De-
velop a list of prioritized marketing objectives that address
the opportunities and problems identified Make these spe-
cific and measurable For example, if declining enrollment is
a problem, a marketing objective might be to identify to spe-
cific cause(s) of the decline within 90 days through a survey
of student families These objectives should focus the efforts
of the marketing committee How many objectives can be
dealt with in a given year will depend on the magnitude of
the objectives and the time and funding available

Step 5Identify Target Markets and the Market's Deci-
sion Process Make sure that the objectives are tied to specific
target markets, or market segments, so that appropriate mar-
keting efforts can be undertaken Also make sure that the
marketing committee has a good understanding of the target
market segments purchase decision process when appropri-
ate If you need it, get the additional information before going
on
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Step 6Develop and Implement the Marketing Effort.
Develop a marketing mix dt signed to create an exchange re-
lationship with the target market Remember th, t the market-
ing mix must deliver the benefits desired by the target mar-
ket Plan and implement a mix of product, place, price and
promotion ,:forts to deliver these benefits Focus on the
questions suggested earlier to achieve this

Step 7Measure the Results and Revise as Necessary. Al-
WaVS remember to measure how well the marketing efforts
have achieved the objectives identified Only when these ef-
forts are measured, can the marketing committee see how
well the efforts are working Through this, the mai keting
committee will be able to refine its market:ng efforts to be-
come more effective and efficient over time

Happy Marketing!
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AppendL

4_X Alarketing Audit ror
.. catholic school

The Marketing Environment

1 What effect will the short-term and long-term economic
situation have on the school, and its ability to achieve its
mission and objectives?

2 What effect will trends in the size, age distribution, birth
rate and religious preference in the local area have on the
school?

3 What are the public's attitudes toward the school and its
present market offering?

4 What changes are occurring in the market size and demo-
graphic distribution of the school's student rr arket? Can
high growth and low growth market segments be identi-
fied?

5 How do current and prospective students and their par-
ents rate the school and its competitors with respect to
each element of the school's market offering? What are the
needs, wants and benefits desired from the school? How
do these market segments reach a decision on which
school a student will attend?

6 Who are the school's competitors in attracting these stu-
Lhmts? What are the schools perceived strengths and
weaknesses? What are the competition's perceived
strengths and weaknesses

Marketing Strategy

1 Are the mission and objectives of the school clearly stated,
and do they logically lead to the marketing objectives for
the school?

2 Are the marketing objectives for students/parents/donors
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and other markets clearly stated in order to guide market-
ing planning, implementation and control?

3 Are the marketing objectives appropriate, given what is
known about the market, competition and the school's --
sources?

4 What are the school's marketing strategies to develop
product, place, price and promotion into a marketing mix
that will deliver the benefits desired by the marlcet?

5 Are the school's resources adequate to carry out these
strategies and achieve the desired objectives?

6 Are these resources optimally allocated to different market
segments and the different elements of the marketing mix?

l_tricting kctiN ilk's

1 How does the marketing process work at the school? Are
there ways to Increase its effectiveness and/or efficiency?

2 What does the market's purchase decision process look
like, and what marketing activities of the school are occur-
ring at each stage of the process?

3 How are the marketing efforts organized and staffed at the
school? Why? Is there a high level marketing individual
with adequate authority arJ responsibility over all mar-
keting activities that affect consumer satisfaction?

4 Is there a marketing research, or marketing information,
system at the school? Is the system providing accuiate and
timely information on the market, and present and pro-
spective students/parents/donors? Is Eh,. system measuring
the effectiveness and efficiency of the school's marketing
efforts?

5 Is there an annual planning process adequate to direct the
school's marketing efforts? Is it tied tr, a control svitem to
measure if annual objectives a. e being met?

6 Have specific objectives and strategies been established
for each of the school's marketing efforts, and is the effec-
tiveness of each being measured?

7 Arc the school's various marketing efforts, and especially
the promotion effort, being integrated into a unified effort
to project a clear, attractive and realistic image of the
school? Are any of these efforts in conflict with any of the
others?
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